Validation and Application of the MD Anderson Symptom Inventory for Traditional Chinese Medicine (MDASI-TCM).
The MD Anderson Symptom Inventory (MDASI) is a brief, yet thorough, patient-reported outcomes measure for assessing the severity of common cancer-related symptoms and their interference with daily functioning. We report the development of an MDASI version tailored for use with Traditional Chinese Medicine in China (the MDASI-TCM). Chinese-speaking patients with mixed cancer types (n = 317) participated in the study. The development and validation process included four steps: 1) identify candidate TCM-specific items, with input from patients, oncologists, and TCM specialists; 2) eliminate candidate TCM items lacking relevance, based on patient report; 3) psychometrically examine the MDASI-TCM's validity and reliability in cancer patients receiving TCM-based care; and 4) cognitively debrief patients to assess the MDASI-TCM's relevance, understandability, and acceptability. Seven TCM-specific symptom items (sweating, feeling cold, constipation, bitter taste, coughing, palpitations, and heat in palms/soles) were clinically and psychometrically meaningful to add to the core MDASI. Approximately 61% of patients had moderate to severe symptoms (rated ≥5 on the MDASI-TCM's 0-10 scale). Cronbach α coefficients were .90 for symptom-severity items and .93 for interference items, indicating internal consistency reliability. Known-group validity was substantiated by the MDASI-TCM's detection of differences in symptom severity according to performance status (P < .001) and interference levels by cancer stage (P < .05). Cognitive debriefing indicated that patients found the MDASI-TCM to be an understandable, easy-to-use tool. The Chinese MDASI-TCM is a valid, reliable, and concise measure of symptom severity and interference that can be used to assess Chinese cancer patients and survivors receiving TCM-based care.